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EVA GAUTHIER -1-65
(1885-1958)

Eva Gauthier was born in Canada and began her musical
career as a child studying piano. voice and musical elements.
At age 17 Gauthier went to Europe to continue her desires to
study with great teachers to further her ambitions to become
an artist in a career as a vocalist. Once she began her
professional career, in 1906, she made a tour of England and
Canada. Followed was years of very successful appearances on
the concert stage with emphasized on music of unknown or less
famous composers. She traveled to Java and studied the native
music and later presented concerts of this music on world
tours. She became famous throughout America and all over the
world. She was a champion on the music of the serious
composers who wrote 'modern' music, music that was not
accepted on the concert stage that, at this time, would not
accept this 'modern' music and continued to exclude them
from their traditional progress of the greats of the past.
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Canadian soprano Eva Gauthier (1885 - 1958) devoted most of
her career to the art song. Her first concert appearance was in
1901, after which she traveled to Europe for further study in
London, Paris (with baritone Jacques Bouhy), Berlin (with
Anna Schoene-Renée), and then Milan (with Giuseppe Oxilia).
After traveling throughout Europe and the United States, she
introducing modern songs to her audiences, She settled in
Greenwich Village in NY. On 1 May 1917 the New York Times
wrote, "Her [Gauthier's] program was ambitious, beginning
with airs by Gluck, Ricci, Haydn, and Bishop, and the floral
air M'odi from Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia. She was nervous in
the beginning and did not do herself justice. She was more
fortunate in French songs that followed, and a Malay Epic by
Paul Seelig, a cycle of three songs based on Malay folk tunes.
Miss Gauthier's voice is not without pleasing quality,
brilliancy, and power; she also has a certain fluency and
facility in florid passage work. Her style has not the finish of
the finest art, but her singing of songs by Frenchmen of today
and the day before yesterday gave pleasure because of her
understanding of them and the appropriate expression which
she found for them."
When Eva Gauthier announces a song-recital she does
not need to label her songs with the conventional "first time
anywhere" in order to attract the musically alert. Fifteen years
ago Eva Gauthier established a reputation as a sensitive
purveyor of interesting, untried songs. At her debut in 1917
she sang the first Stravinsky songs ever sung in the U. S. In
1924 when skirts were at knee-length, she caused more talk by
appearing in a subdued, trailing gown and singing the songs of
an upstart named George Gershwin. More pigeon-plump now
than when John Singer Sargent sketched her, she is back again
giving U. S. concerts. Already she has sung in Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, Scranton. Last week, for the first time in five years,
she gave a Manhattan recital.
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Opera, the goal of nearly every young soprano, struck
Eva Gauthier early as being too limited, too inflexible a goal
for her. She was the daughter of an explorer and astronomer,
French Canadian Louis Gauthier. Her uncle was Sir Wilfred
Laurier, Canada's first French-Canadian Premier.
Sir Wilfred helped finance Eva Gauthier's musical
education. She went to Europe. Intelligence and imagination
helped her make much of a voice neither opulent nor
particularly wide of range. She married a Dutchman (since
divorced), went to Java to live. In Java she acquired her liking
for Batik gowns and heavy oriental jewelry which seemed to go
with her shiny black hair, her curious, slow-spreading smile.
When she arrived in the U. S., she had added Javanese folk
music to her repertoire.
Songs from Java, jazz songs, songs so old that no one else
thought of singing them, songs so new that no one else quite
dared to put them on a formal program —in all Eva Gauthier
has introduced more than 700 songs. Last week's program was
typically distinctive. Jean-Baptiste Lully, court musician to
Louis XIV, was a classical beginning far off the beaten track.
Then there was Gabriel Faure, the French man who
transmitted his fragile, elusive style to the more popular
Maurice Ravel. Every song had its mood subtly, surely
conveyed. Toward the end a ghoulish piece by Modernist
Alban Berg (Wozzeck) was done so effectively that a sudden
wail which came from the audience struck people at first as an
overtone which belonged there. But it was a listener taken with
a fit of epilepsy.
Thus her interest in all 'modern' music which included
the new craze of the 1920's-jazz. She became the first world
famous artist to include Jazz on her recitals and concerts with
Gershwin brought Jazz to the American Public and to the
classical concert stage and gained the attention of the critics of
the possibilities of Jazz becoming a legit style of music and
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brought Jazz from the dance halls and cabarets to the concert
stage.
Gauthier's recital at Aeolian Hall in 1923 thus began the
ascending of Jazz to the level of legitimate music. This began
the interest and acceptance of many 'modern' classical
composers such as Milhaud, Satie, Ravel Stravinsky,
Gershwin, and many others to incorporate a jazz feeling in
their music. This began the use of Jazz styles in 'modern' music
with the ultimate composition of acceptance was Gershwin's
'Rhapsody in Blue' at a concert lead by bandleader Paul
Whiteman.
(Sic: Check out my essay of Foreign composers use of Jazz in
their compositions)
A New York magazine said: 'Together Gauthier and
Gershwin showed conservative audiences that jazz-influenced
music could be a serious artistic experience. Indeed, Gauthier's
innovation led directly to the equally famous concert 'An
Experiment in Modern Music,' in February 1924, at which
Gershwin and Paul Whiteman introduced Gershwin's bluestinged piano concerto, 'Rhapsody in Blue'. This work quickly
became a staple in the repertoire of American orchestras, and
a favorite of the public.'
Gershwin and Gauthier repeated their Aeolian Hall
success in Boston, in January 1924, and London, England in
May 1925. On the London concert Gauthier remarked 'Most
concerts bore people. Mine, I hope, is going to entertain as well
as educate.'
Other critics had something to say for or against Miss
Gauthier's innovation. The craze to us is still ragtime, but Miss
Gauthier's gave right on, including jazz in her program to the
keen enjoyment of her audience, who evidently side with her
and Mr. Taylor. she has put 'Carolina in the Morning' in her
Ottawa programme.
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Independent, Jan. 3, 1925
"Jazz began to break into society last season. One Pioneer
was Eva Gauthier."
Goodwin's Weekly - February 19, 1916
The muchly heralded Eva Gauthier and Nila Devi in the
art of 'songmotion' have a new idea that should prove effective
for those who can properly interpret it. Miss Gauthier has a
remarkable voice with a lilt and thrill appealing to all classes in
vaudeville audiences, but otherwise she is not exceptionally
attractive, neither is Nila Devi who dances fairly well.
New York Tribune - February 15, 1920
Igor Stravinsky has written Mme. Eva Gauthier that he
will come to America for a concert tour next fall. Mme.
Gauthier will sing his latest song cycle of Peasant songs at her
recital on February 11 in Aeolian Hall. Mr. Stravinsky is now
experimenting with American ragtime and will present some of
his 'jazz' music here next season.
An immediate controversy followed, both pro and con.
We find in the Musical Digest of Nov.6, 1923 a review written
less than a week following the concert. It states the opinions of
many of the newspapers of New York that reviewed the
concert:
'EVA GAUTHIER. Jazz invaded the concert hall last
Thursday night when Eva Gauthier gave her annual New York
song recital in Aeolian Hall. In a program which began with
Belini, Byrd and Purcell and jumped to Hindemith, Bartok,
Schoenberg, Bliss and Milhaud, Mme. Gauthier inserted a
group of songs culled from the fields of musical comedy;
'Alexander's Rag Time Band' of Irving Berlin, Kern's 'Siren's
Songs', Donaldson's 'Carolina in the Morning', Gershwin's
'Swannee' and 'I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise' and
Gershwin's and Daly's Innocent 'Ingénue Baby'. The jazz,
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according to Deems Taylor of the World, "to be vulgar about
it, stopped the show" and "incidentally revealed a hitherto
unsuspected unction and histrionic skill" in the singer. The
Hindemith songs did "not seem very important."
Mr. Colles of the Times feels that jazz's home is not the
concert room, that any "singer of the variety stage could give
Mme. Gauthier lessons in how to put that sort of thing across
to the audience." but that "outside of the American group
Mme. Gauthier's skill and versatility deserve all praise." The
Herald finds her voice "not remarkable for paucity of tone or
finish," but "flexible" and of "clarity" of diction. Lawrence
Bilman writes in the Tribune of the jazz songs: "Viewed simply
as music for voice and piano, it seemed to us that they came off
rather dangly. We know on only one way of forming as
estimate of the value of a piece of music, and that is by a
consideration of the distinction, force and originality of its
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic elements. Viewed in this light,
Mme. Gauthier's American exhibit left us singularly
enkindled. The rhythmic gusto of this music is its obviously
distinguishing trait. But musical man cannot live by rhythm
alone; and melodically and harmonically these songs are
appallingly trite, relaxed and freely." The Sun found the group
monotonous.
Surely today, we will agree with Mr. Taylor's comments.
But here is the other side as written in the Literary Digest of
December 15th, 1923 by Mr. Herbert Peyser:
Literary Digest - December 15th, 1923 by Mr. Herbert Peyser:
'I have too great an admiration and respect for Eva
Gauthier as an artist to make a really controversial or critical
issue of this silly business. The unconventionality of it
doubtless appealed to her and made her carry the thing
thorough as a kind of lark. The chief danger of it is that others
may misconstrue the whim and try to do likewise. For a whim
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it was. The gathering took on greatly over the fascinating
singer. Nevertheless there are probably a dozen voiceless
vaudevillians within a radius of five blocks from Aeolian Hall
who could give Miss Gauthier cards and spades in the delivery
of this type of thing. That, however, is not the point. The
foolishness of the whole affair lies in the endeavor to propagate
the sophistry that such music affords the 'only' representative
music,' the 'only music worth listening to in American'.
There is, indeed, a clique of intellectuals in American
snobbery, and they help terica these days who like to be known
as holding such opinions. They suffer from a kind of perverted
make America a byword and a jest in the cultured centers of
Europe. Other countries have their songs of the music-halls, of
the gutters, of the stews. Only they recognize them as such and
do not project them seriously. The spectacle of Americans
palavering over these shoddy excrescence's of national
sentimentalism and vulgarity as 'current modes of expression'
and 'symbols of the spirit of the time' makes contemptible
watching. The plain truth is that for any but the most mediocre
purposes of life we have no 'national' music, and there is
nothing whatsoever to indicate that we ever shall have."
New York Times - (Published by John Rockwell,1982)
On November 1, 1923, a singer named Eva Gauthier, who
was a contemporary-music specialist, gave a recital in New
York's Aeolian hall, which was the Alice Tully Hall of its day.
Her program included Bartok, Hindemith and Schoenberg. It
also included a selection of songs from American musical
revues by Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Walter Donaldson and
George Gershwin, accompanied by Gershwin himself, shy and
awkward and earnest at the piano.
This piece of programming audacity by Miss Gauthier
had several ramifications. It provoked a debate in 'serious'
musical circles about the artistic validity of Broadway
musicals, a debate that has not really been resolved to this day.
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It encouraged Paul Whiteman to commission an overtly
'serious' score from Gershwin, which duly materialized the
next year as the 'Rhapsody in blue.' And it sparked Gershwin's
own interest in expanding his artistic horizons, and in being
taken 'seriously.'
Davenport Democrat and Leader - December 16, 1923 Concert singer in New York piques 'highbrows' but
makes a hit singing 'Jazz' numbers.
'When is a noised not a noise? After Eva Gauthier had
finished her new celebrated jazz group in her Aeolian Hall
recital recently the audience reacted. One critic wrote that the
listeners assembled 'were ready for their pillows.' The rest
wrote that 'she stopped the show' and that 'the ceilings
threatened to come down.'
Some of Miss Gauthier's auditors proclaimed that she
didn't sing 'Carolina in the Morning' as Elsie Janis would sing
it, but then, as Pitts Sanborn had intimated, Miss Janis might
not sing Schoenberg's 'Lied der Traube' as Miss Gauthier sang
it.
Miss Gauthier's presentation of five 'jazz' songs at her
annual program at Aeolian Hall started something. Of course,
the critics didn't agree. Yet no concert in many seasons has
created so much discussion.
Deems Taylor says of the event; 'That jazz group touched
something that the other music didn't. It had nothing to do
with art, perhaps, it was a more purely human reaction, a thrill
of sudden recognition of something native, something of which
I was a part. Whether I happened to like the music or approve
of it became somehow irrelevant. The point was that I
understood this music, inside and out, and it understood me. If
an American living in China and speaking fluent Chinese
should suddenly hear a stream of fluent American cuss words
issuing from a wayside shrine, he would probably experience a
somewhat analogous emotion.'
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'When Miss Gauthier had finished,' Mr. Taylor says, 'she
faced a new audience. "These people were amused; they
laughed gleefully as they applauded. But they were excited
somehow too. Here was music they didn't have to think about,
or intellectualize over, or take solemnly.'
Among the jazz numbers sung were 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' 'Carolina n the Morning,' 'The Siren's Song,' and 'Do It
Again.'
Ottawa Journal - January 19, 1924 - Eva Gauthier a trail
blazer.
Eva Gauthier, the celebrated Ottawa artist, who is to sing
at the Russell, Wednesday, had long been recognized as the
most original recitalist in American, but, when she introduced
jazz in one of her recent New York concerts, she created a
sensation the like of which had not been witnessed since the
famous Caruso fatter tussle on the stage of the Metropolitan
some years ago. Deems Taylor, the savant critic of the New
York world devoted a column and a half to the affair, which he
said 'may turn out to have been an historic event.' He goes on
to say of jazz. 'It is folk music, if ever any music was, and I
don't see why the mere fact that its composers are alive be
should bar it from respectable society. If a singer can put a
Negro spiritual like 'Didn't It Rain' on a Carnegie Hall
programme without being mobbed by the pundits, if Mr.
Vauri-Voip, can sing an Italian jazz tune like 'Dona e Mobile'
at the Metropolitan and be solemnly appraised by the critics,
why shouldn't someone sing 'Carolina n the Morning' which is
just as Negro, just as good, and just as preferred as the other
two'. The matter was also taken up by the New York critics,
and the press of the land has had something to say for or
against Miss Gautier's innovation. The craze is still ragtime,
but Miss Gauthier's gave right on including jazz in her
program to the keen enjoyment of her audience, who evidently
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sided with her and Mr. Taylor. She has put 'Carolina in the
Morning' in her Ottawa programme.
Bend Bulletin - November 2, 1923 - Introduces popular music
into recital.
Eva Gauthier, in her annual song recital here at Aeolian
Hall last night, gave music critics something to talk and write
about when she introduced an American group of songs
composed by Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern and George
Gershwin. This experiment is probably the first time that a
jazz group has been interpolated in a program which otherwise
is strictly conventional.
Miss Gauthier sang 'The Siren Song,' by Jerome Kern,
creator of toe tickling musical comedy, and Irving Berlin's
'Everybody Step.' George Gershwin himself accompanied the
soprano in the singing of his three songs, 'Stairway to
Paradise,' 'Swanee' and 'Ingénue Baby.'
San Francisco Chronicle - April 30, 1923
Among her (Gauthier) program numbers were none of
extreme radical tendencies. 'She began with Ravel's
wonderfully simple and effective setting of the 'Kaddisch' from
the Hebrew ritual, following it with Arnold Bax's witty
arrangement of 'Oh, Dear, What Can the Matter be?' Vaughn
Williams' arrangement of 'L'Amour de Moie,' Hughes setting
of 'The Birds Courting Song' and the florid aria from
'Lucresia Borgia.'
Musical Observer - June, 1923
"Miss Gauthier was the first to introduce jazz in the
serious program."

Lincoln Evening Journal - November 2, 1923 Jazz songs at recital.
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Eva Gauthier, in her annual song recital here at Aeolian
Hall last night, gave Gotham's music critics something to talk
and write about when she introduced an 'American group' of
songs composed by Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern and George
Gershwin. This experiment is probably the first time that a
'jazz' group has been interpolated in a program which
otherwise is strictly conventional.
Musical America - Nov. 10th, 1923 - In its issue included a
lengthy article on the concert:
'It was bound to happen. Sooner or later ragtime, or jazzthe pure stuff of Tin Pan Alley-was destined to make its way
into the hallowed concert hall. Eva Gauthier, who loves a
plunge against the icy current of musical convention, had the
proper amount of conviction and the marriage to "do it now,"
with the result that her recital program at Aeolian Hall on the
evening of Nov. 1 had an "American" group by Messrs. Berlin,
Kern, Donaldson, Gershwin, et al. A very large and expectant
audience waited anxiously for this particular group, and
getting it seemed vastly gratified. But all in its proper place.
Mme. Gauthier's program was interesting from first until well
toward the last. It was a 'recital of ancient and modern music
for voice,' and in the too-limited ancient section were some
utterly delightful pieces by Vincenzo Bellini, Perucchini,
Purcell and Byrd. a 'Cradle Song' by Byrd was an exquisitely
carved a melodic cameo as the ear could ask. A second section
brought modern Hungarian and German sigs, the first by Bela
Bartok, the second by Paul Hindemith. Bartok would appear,
on the evidence offered, to have something powerful and
beautiful to say and to be able to say it in a very individual
manner. The 'Two Hungarian Folk-songs' that came under his
pen were rich and passionate, impregnated with pulsing feeling
at every point. The German Hindemith's compositions, on the
other hand, seemed a considerable ado about just nothing.
Hindemith may be "considered the most promising talent of
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the younger German school," but after hearing his string
quartet and this brac of songs, the present writer for one take
leave to doubt it. "On the Stairway" and "Through the
Evening Gardens," as his songs are named, are simply trifles
dressed up in outlandishly modern garments.
But to our jazz. Whether jazz is "our current mode of
expression," as Mr. Seldes said in the Dial last August, is not
altogether within the mark. Without cudgeling our brains on
the quest of nationalism, let us admit that the best ragtime has
at least one primary and all-important attribute of all true art.
It lives. There is a vitality, a buoyancy about jazz that seizes
you whether you will or not and rushes you along without. Its
seductions are difficult to resist, and as a fact few persons
succeed in resisting, although not all are honest about it. Mme.
Gauthier, a believer in the value and potentialities of certain
jazz essays, had the courage to come before a recital audience
in sacrosanct Aeolian Hall and sing a group of Broadway
"hits." It took courage, and one records without reluctance
that the audience, far from acting like snobs, enjoyed the songs
in all frankness and applauded the singer to the echo. it liked
'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' the first of the vivid ragtime
pieces to sweep this country, it liked Jerome Kern's delicate
'Siren's Song,' it liked the feathery sentimentality of 'Carolina
in the Morning,' and it found joy in George Gershwin's
'Stairway to Paradise' and 'Swanee' and Messrs. Gershwin and
Daly's 'Innocent Ingénue Baby.' Mr. Gershwin, at the piano,
provided accompaniments which were something like works of
art in their own genre, and in Mme. Gauthier's encore-his own
'Do It Again'-raised a gale of laughter by slyly inserting a
phrase from 'Scheherazade' at an opposite moment. Mme.
Gauthier sang these songs about as well as they can be sung,
not in the vulgar and raucous manner of the coon shouter but
with a certain archness, restraint and attention to detail which
revealed them in the best light. After Gershwin, Schonberg!
The Austrian's 'Lied der Waldtaube,' from the famous
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'Gurrelieder,' did not seem an especially happy piece of
inspiration. It is long, involved and sufficiently dissonant, and
its end brings relief. A new group of British songs took the
shape of a cycle after Li-Po by Arthur Bliss. Mr. Bliss' 'The
Ballads of the Four Seasons' had interesting moments and
sometimes convincing atmosphere, particularly the third piece,
'Autumn.' He was present and bowed in response to the
profuse applause. A group of new French songs by Milhaud,
Delage and Swan-Hennessy-pallid pieces, cut to pattern,
without life, fire or real inner movement-brought the program
to a close. Mme. Gauthier's singing throughout the evening
was invariably interesting and her voice often took on beautiful
shades of color and meaning, she had a remarkable, although
sometimes obtrusive, accompanist in Max Jaffe, who tossed off
the terrifying difficulties of Bartok and Schoenberg as though
playing from a volume of Czerny.'
Post-Crescent - November 24, 1923 - She sings jazz with
classics to please typical Americans. Some may be shocked,
thinks Eva Gauthier, but 90 percent of people are crazy about
jazz music of today.
New York hasn't yet recovered from the shock it got
recently when its musical highbrows assembled at Eva
Gauthier's first concert this season.
All the said critics and the conservatives, the sophisticated
and the artistic, were there in full force, to hear music as they
believed it should be presented. As she appeared on the stage
before them, they were prepared for the noble strains of a
Schubert, or a Schuman.
They got that - and then the shock. Without an apology
Miss Gauthier sang six honest-to-goodness home-brewed
American jazz songs.
When I asked her why she did it, she replied simply:
'Because 90 per cent of the people of this country-are
crazy about jazz. It has something-something the intelligentsia
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won't define and the low-brows can't but something that gets
right into you. And anything appealing to so large a percentage
of people as jazz does, whether it is good or bad, deserves a
place on a music program as representative of one type of
American music.
Some Resentful
'Naturally enough some of the audience were shocked
beyond restoratives, but most of them liked it-frankly liked it. I
turned out to be a concert where everyone had a good time,
laughing and went out whistling instead of looking bored. but I
made some enemies I can never win back.'
Miss Gauthier also gave the feminine members of the
audience a shock when she appeared in a perfectly straight
black velvet gown, high in the neck with long sleeves. It was
only when she left the stage one noticed it was cut low to the
waist line in the back.
The gown was as carefully planned as the program,' she
told me. 'I love color and gorgeous materials. Some programs
call for them, but since I was very radical in my selection of
songs this time, I wanted to call no attention to myself. I
wanted to focus it all on my singing. When the songs were over
I thought the audience had a right to a sartorial thrill, so they
got it.'
She did resent it, however, when the fashion writers spoke
of her Poi ret gown.
Self made gown
'Because Poirret had nothing to do with it,' she insisted.
'I made it myself. I make all my own clothes and my hats and
sew for half my friends. I usually sew standing up because I
don't take time to get comfortable.'
Then we talked about careers.
'Fannie Hurst was right about the two-breakfast a -week
pan,' she said. 'I never will believe that woman can combine
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perfectly conventional domesticity with careers. One or the
other suffers every time.
'And it's particularly apt to suffer if you happen to be
living in the jazz age,' she concluded.
Fort Wayne Journal Gazette - November 25, 1923 - Jazz sung
with Classics! It may shock some, but concert singer recognize
it as part of typical American program.
Articles, same as above one. Also in Ogden Standard
Examiner of November 25, 1923, and the Freeport Journal
Standard of November 26, 1923.
Houston Post - December 2, 1923
Since the ultra-sophisticated Eva Gauthier has
incorporated jazz in her program; singing it without the
adventitious stunts of the accomplished vaudevillian, it is true,
but working it to accept the parlance of the 'two a day' as
straight stuff.
World Daily - 1920's
RESPECTABILIZING JAZZ - A music-Hall we expect
jazz, musical comedy and 'review' use it as their stock in trade;
but we have been accustomed to something else in concert and
recital. Miss Gauthier, in a recent appearance, made an
innovation by using 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' of the most
recherché' composers among the moderns, and Deems Taylor
suggests that it may turn out to have been a historic night."
Mr. Taylor writes music as well as criticism, and he is well
along with the modern trend; but he furnishes us a column and
a half in the New York Herald deeding the right of jazz to hold
up its head in such company as Miss Gauthier dragged it into,
and to take its place as the true American rhythm. Not going so
far as to 'magnify the importance of jazz,' he asks, 'Why
shouldn't occasional jazz numbers be placed on programs of
serious music?'
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It is folk-music if ever any music was, and I don't see why
the mere fact that its composers are alive should bar it from
respectable society. If a singer can put a Negro spiritual like
'Didn't It Rain,' on a Carnegie Hall program without being
mobbed by the pundits, if Mr. Lauri-Volpi can sing an Italian
jazz tune like 'Donna e Mobile' at the Metropolitan and he
solemnly appraised by the critics, why shouldn't someone sing
'Carolina in the Morning,' music that is just as sincere, just as
good, and just as profound as the other two? Miss Gauthier
did a brave thing when she sang jazz the other night, and a
thing that was worth doing. She and Gilbert Seldes of 'The
Dial,' who has long been a passionate champion of 'jazz' and
who wrote the program notes for her 'jazz' group, deserves
two small niches in the hall of American musical missionaries.
one of the other critics displays his enthusiasm. Some of them
point out that we have enough of the elsewhere in a recital
program, and that is its proper setting on Broadway to ______.
But Mr. Taylor defends the thing as it happened, first giving
his readers the picture. It was an event not without humor. On
the one flank the acrid dissonance's and murky introspection
of Bela Bartok, on the other, the Byronic romanticism of
Schoenberg's early 'Gurrelieder,' and in between,
unashamedly contemporary, six examples of genuine, homebrewed American 'jazz.' Let us list the songs, for it may be that
they may just possibly be the beginning of an epoch. 'First
came the father of all modern 'jazz' - 'Waitin' for the Robert
E. Lee' possibly excepted-Irving Berlin's 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band.' Next, 'The Siren's Song,' by Jerome Kern, with words
by P. G. Wodehouse, from the musical play 'Leave it to Jane.'
Then Walter Donaldson's 'Carolina in the Morning,' words by
Gus Kahn. George Gershwin's 'I'll Build a Stairway to
Paradise,' from George White's "Scandals" the words by B. G.
Sylvia and Arthur Francis. Then came another by Gershwin in
collaboration with Wm. M. Daly, 'Innocent Ingénue Baby,'
from the musical comedy 'Our Nell,' the words were by Brian
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Hooker, whose translation of 'Cyrano de Bergarac,' by the
way, was half-way through its opening performance at the
National Theatre even as Miss Gauthier sang the song. Last
came Gershwin's famous 'Swanee,' with words by Irving
Caesar. For an encore Miss Gauthier sang another Gershwin
landmark, 'Do It Again,' made famous by Irene Bordoni.
Taylor's argument is undoubtedly helped out by the behavior
of the audience under the offering, which he analyzes with
considerable detail. 'Now it was extremely interesting, first of
all, to see what that music did to the audience. It was not an
average audience, for Miss Gauthier makes little appeal to the
listener who lacks sophistication and artistic curiosity. It was
what might be called a 'brilliant' house, made up, for the most
part, of people who not only cared for music, but who knew
something about it, with a fair sprinkling of poseurs,
highbrows, and intensely class-conscious cognoscenti. They
heard Bartok and Hindemith with what may fairly be
described as interest without much emotion; this was new
music, and they were curious to hear it and desirous of
understanding it. The Bartok folk-song transcriptions stirred
them a little-something strange, and a little sinister, but
perhaps significant. After Hindemith's 'Auf der Treffe Sitzen
Meine Orchen' they laughed a little and applauded
encouragingly. 'Durch de die Abenddlichen Gaerten' left them,
like the elephant's child's little war, but not at all excited.' A
pause. The singer reappeared, followed by a tall, black-haired
young man who was far from possessing the icy aplomb of
those to whom playing on the platform of Aeolian is an old
story. He bore under his arm a small bundle of sheet music
with lucid red and black and yellow covers. The audience
began to exhibit signs of relaxation, this promised to be
amusing. And then Eva Gauthier sang 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band.' She sang it 'straight' of course, with none of the
conversational lapses and vocal tricks and general air of
confiding in the audience by which a professional musical-
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comedy or cabaret performer puts over a jazz number. She
just sang it, as seriously and skillfully as she had sung Bartok's
'Haromoeszi Koennyesepp,' while young Mr. Gershwin began
to do mysterious and fascinating rhythmic and contrapuntal
stunts with the accompaniment. And when she had finished she
faced a new audience. These people were amused, yes; they
laughed gleefully as they applauded. But they were excited,
somehow, too. Here was music they didn't have to think about,
or intellectualize over, or take solemnly. They didn't have to do
anything about it, in fact, except listen to it - which was easy and enjoy it - which was unavoidable. And apparently it said
something to them, touched some hidden spring that evoked a
response as genuine as it was a little shamefaced. 'It was not
alone the Americans who had fun out of it. I watched one
distinguished European whose musical sophistication is
proverbial. 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' disturbed him ever so
slightly, he looked a little bored and a little puzzled. At 'The
Siren's Song' he looked approval of its delicate, almost pensive
rhythms and charming melodic line, but was still obviously a
little doubtful. But 'Carolina in the Morning,' did something
rather drastic to him. Even as his face express incredulity and
a faint disapproval his shoulders began to-well, 'shimmy' is too
vulgar a word to apply to a foreign visitor. Let us say, rather,
that the music had acted as an irritant upon his nerve-centers,
causing a reflex adulatory movement of both clavicles. At all
events, by the time 'Sawnee' arrived he was having as
shamelessly good a time as anybody. 'It is risky to generalize,
and I cannot be entirely sure that the jazz music did evoke the
peculiarly personal response from the audience that I think it
did. I know that it evoked it from me. I hear a good deal of
jazz, and of course oceans of 'good' music, but I had never
before heard a concert singer take jazz in her stride, as it were,
placing it beside other contemporary music without comment
or apology. And I must say, that jazz group touched something
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that the other music didn't. It had nothing to do with art,
perhaps, it was a more purely human reaction.'
The article in the Dec., 1923 Sheet Music News speaks of
Taylor's comments on the concert and is revealing in its
contents. This concert was truly a 'historic' event. The article is
as follows:
"POPULAR SONGS INVADE CONCERT - Deems
Taylor, composer and music critic. Makes favorable comments
on rendition of popular numbers at Aeolian Hall, New York.
'Much has been written, from time to time in
condemnation of popular music, particularly that type known
as 'Jazz music.' To be sure, not a little of that turned out by
the prolific song writers has little or no musical value, but
there is no question but that some of the better class-those used
in certain comedies for example-are from being devoid of
musical qualities. Furthermore-and this is the most important
argument in favor-there is a decided public demand for such
music. Millions of copies of popular music and millions of
records and rolls featuring popular music are sold each year,
and there is no let-up in the demand. In view of these facts, the
music world has to give some recognition to popular music.
Concerning this subject it is worthy of note that the tendency
of the day is to get away from the one hundred per cent 'jazz'
effect. With the exception of the 'blues' numbers which are still
very popular. The great demand of today is for popular music
of a better type, played in a more harmonious way than a few
years back. In this respect it is interesting to note the change
that has come over the popular orchestra during the past few
years in getting away from the 'jazz' tendency. Only a few
years ago noise was the big essential in the dance orchestra.
Not so today. The most popular combination of the present
day, such as Vincent Lopez's, Paul Whiteman's etc. are
anything but 'jazz bands.' The musicians engaged are highly
skilled, since the excellent wages being paid today by the better
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class of dance orchestra attract musicians of the finest type.
This has naturally had its effect on the development of the
public's taste in popular music.'
A Historic Event
'In connection with the present tendencies in popular
music it is interesting to note that Miss Eva Gauthier, the well
known concert artist, recently included in a song recital at
Aeolian Hall, New York City, several popular numbers and no
less an authority on musical subjects than Deems Taylor-a
composer of standard music and a well known music critic, has
stated that this may 'turn out to have been a historic event.' In
a recent lengthy article in the 'New York World,' Mr. Taylor
discussed this event in some detail and asked, 'Why shouldn't
occasional jazz numbers be placed on programs of serious
music?' It might be here noted that Mr. Taylor, in using the
term 'jazz' merely uses it for the lack of a better word, and not
in the same sense that it is customarily used today. In
discussing the significance of Miss Gauthier's rendition of
popular numbers, he writes: 'It is folk-music if ever any music
was, and I don't see why the mere fact that its composers are
alive should bar it from respectable society. If a singer can put
a negro spiritual like 'Didn't It Rain,' on a Carnegie Hall
program without being mobbed by the pundits, if Mr. LauriVolpi can sing an Italian jazz tune like "Donna e Mobile" at
the Metropolitan and he solemnly appraised by the critics, why
shouldn't someone sing 'Carolina in the Morning,' music that
is just as sincere, just as good, and just as profound as the
other two? Miss Gauthier did a brave thing when she sang jazz
the other night, and a thing that was worth doing. She and
Gilbert Sedles of 'The Dial,' who has long been a passionate
champion of 'jazz' and who wrote the program notes for her
'jazz' group, deserve two small niches in the hall of American
musical missionaries."
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Popular Songs Sung
In picturing the scene of the occurrence, Mr. Taylor
writes as follows:
'It was an event not without humor. On the one flank the
acrid dissonance's and murky introspection of Bela Bartok; on
the other, the Byronic romanticism of Schoenberg laughed a
little and applauded encouragingly. 'Dutch de die Abendichen
Gaerten' left them, like the elephant's child, Berg's early
'Gurrelieder;' and in between, unashamedly contemporary, six
examples of genuine, home-brewed American 'jazz.' Let us list
the songs, for it may be that they may just possibly be the
beginning of an epoch. Although the audience at the recital was
of the highest type, Mr. Taylor points out, the popular number
were received with enthusiasm and evident enjoyment. Mr.
Taylor's impression follow. 'Now it was extremely interesting,
first of all, to see what that music did to the audience. It was
not an average audience, for Miss Gauthier makes little appeal
to the listener who lacks sophistication and artistic curiosity. It
was what might be called a 'brilliant' house, made up, for the
most part, of people who not only cared for music, but who
knew something about it, with a fair sprinkling of poseurs,
highbrows, and intensely class conscious cognoscenti. They
heard Bartok and Hindemith with what may fairly be
described as interest without much emotion, this was new
music and they were curious to hear it and desirous of
understanding it. The Bartok folk-song transcriptions stirred
them a little-something strange, and a little sinister, but
perhaps significant. After Hindemith's 'Auf der Treffe Sitzen
meine ohrchen' left them, like the elephant's child, 'a little
warm, but not all excited.' 'A pause. The singer-reappeared,
followed by a tall, black-haired young man who was far from
possessing the icy aplomb of those to whom playing on the
platform of Aeolian is an old story. He had under his arm a
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small bundle of sheet music with lurid red and black and
yellow covers. The audience began to exhibit signs of
relaxation. This promised to be amusing. 'And then Eva
Gauthier sang 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' She sang it
'straight' of course, with none of the conversational lapses and
vocal tricks and general air of confiding in the audience by
which a professional musical-comedy or cabaret performer
puts over a jazz number. She just sang it, as seriously and
skillfully as she had sung Bartok's 'Harom Oezi. Oennesepp'
while young Mr. Gershwin began to do mysterious and
fascinating rhythmic and contrapuntal stunts with the
accompaniment. And when she had finished she faced a new
audience. These people were amused, yes; they laughed
gleefully as they applauded. But they were excited, somehow,
too. Here was music they didn't have to do anything about, in
fact, except listen to it-which was easy-and enjoy it which was
unavoidable. And apparently it said something to them,
touched some hidden spring, that evoked a response as genuine
as it was a little shame-faced.
European Enjoyed It
'It was not alone the Americans who had fun out of it. I
watched one distinguished European whose musical
sophistication is proverbial. "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
disturbed him ever so slightly, he looked a little bored and a
little puzzled. At 'The Siren's Song' he looked approval of its
delicate, almost pensive rhythms and charming melodic line,
but was still obviously a little doubtful. But 'Carolina in the
Morning' did something rather drastic to him. Even as his face
expressed incredulity and a faint disapproval his shoulder
began to-well 'shimmy' is too vulgar a word to apply to a
foreign visitor. Let us say, rather, that the music has acted as
an irritant upon his nerve center, causing a reflex unduatory
movement of both classical. At all event, by the time 'Swanee'
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arrived he was having as shamelessly good a time as 'anyone.'
It is risky to generalize and learn not to be entirely sure that
the jazz music did evoke the peculiarly personal response from
the audience that I think it did. I know that it evoked it from
me. I have heard much jazz, and of course, oceans of good
music, but I never before heard a concert singer take jazz in
her stride, as it were placing it beside other contemporary
music without comment or apology. And I must say, that jazz
group touched something that the other music didn't. It had
nothing to do with art, perhaps it was a more polite human
reaction."
The above opinions coming from a man of Mr. Taylor's
prominence in the musical world, are indeed significant and
emotionally interesting. Eva Gauthier continued singing the
'jazz group' on her concerts and at times met with some
'hissing.' When this happened she would admonished those
responsible and usually the hissing ceased. She was a great
champion for presenting all types of music on the classical
stage and early jazz owes a lot to her for her persistence and
interest in bringing jazz music to many that might not be
exposed to it in a concert setting.
Sheet Music News - February - 1924 - PAUL WHITEMAN'S
EXPERIMENT
Elsewhere in this issue is an article telling of an
experiment about to be made by Paul Whiteman which may
have a far-reaching influence on American music. Mr.
Whiteman is to conduct a novel recital at Aeolian Hall, New
York, at which popular music will be featured. The famous
orchestra leader is actuated by a strong desire to bring popular
music of the higher type to a point where it will be better
appreciated by the music-loving public. He feels that, when
properly played or sung, it has real musical value. He further
believes that therein lies the embryo for a distinctive American
school of music, which will reflect the ideas and ideals of this
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country-and of the present age. Due to Mr. Whiteman's
prominence in the music world, and the general recognition
accorded him as a musician of real ability, his experiment is
attracting nation-wide interest. Only a few months ago a
similar experiment was made by Miss Eva Gauthier, a
prominent concert artist, who rendered a program of popular
numbers at Aeolian Hall. Her audience, comprised of the usual
high type which attends music recitals, showed a warm
appreciation of her efforts, and the eminent composer and
music critic, Deems Taylor, praised this interesting recital. All
of which argues well for the success of Mr. Whiteman's initial
experiment. There is no question but that the present day type
of popular music, taken as a whole, and its rendition by
orchestras and singers, are vastly better than in years past.
Popular music is consequently entitled to increased respect,
and is getting it. Certainly it has won the hearts of the publicand this includes people of some culture, as well as the masses.
Therefore, it is to-day an important factor in the music world
which no one can afford to overlook. What the future holds for
popular music will depend to some extent, at least, on the
manner in which Mr. Whiteman's recital is received."
We know the influence that Whiteman's concert had on
American popular music and did become an important historic
event. The revolution was on and jazz would be the winner.
Gauthier continued to use jazz songs in her recitals and to
ask for reforms in the concert halls of America. She thought
that there could be better seating and give concert/recitals
without intermission. She continues her concert tour and
travels to California and we read that her New York recital
elicited as much discussion and excitement in Los Angeles as it
did in New York.
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February 1, 1924
Anniston Star - March 16, 1924
Another movement, which was amusingly illustrated in a
song recital given by that excellent artist, Miss Eva Gauthier, is
the attempt of the 'young' group of American musicians to take
'jazz' seriously. 'Jazz,' they say, is, indeed, something which
has sprung from our soil;' let us accept it and enjoy it. Quite
so; why not? acting on the suggestion. I spent a delightful
evening with some musical friends, sampling the admirable
'jazz' bands of various entertainments on Broadway, and the
time was well spent.
Composition, however, is by no means a matter of first
importance for some generations to come. One realizes quickly
there, what ought to be more fully recognized here also, that
there are large numbers of people taking an active interest in
music both as listeners and as performers, who have quite
enough to do to assimilate the big things of the art, without
bothering themselves about what is new or curious or
experimental n the works of contemporary composers.
Musical America - July 19th, 1924 - EVA GAUTHIER NOT
ONLY AN INTERPRETER OF JAZZ.
Prima Donna Objects to Stubborn Association with
merely This Kind of Music. Eva Gauthier says she is tired of
being referred to as a 'jazz singer." It would be more just to
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call her a 'Stravinsky' singer, because she has sung as many
'Stravinsky' songs as she has jazz. Moreover, she insists that
she never has sung any real jazz. It was not jazz that she sang
last season. 'Real jazz cannot be sung,' she pointed out. 'What I
did was to select a few popular songs with original melodies
representative of the type whistled on the streets of any
American village and present them as a group on my concert
programs. The success I have had with this experiment was
really beyond my expectations, both financially and as a
feature of publicity. 'The idea occurred to me to take popular
songs that had life in them, not the sentimental, saccharine,
lovesick ballads we hear so much of, but songs with a 'punch'
in them and 'go.' I tried to sing them with artistry. Such songs
have previously been relegated to cabaret and vaudeville
house, where singers with uncultivated, sawtooth voices rasped
them out. One of the composers of a song I selected was
amazed when he heard my rendition of his effort. He did not
know his song was so beautiful as he had never heard it 'just
that way.' 'So it simply occurred to me to sing these songs with
'tone and technique' as you might say, and see how people
would receive them. They were enjoyed immensely, to say the
least, and I had innumerable requests everywhere I went for
them, even though they were not always scheduled on my
programs. 'I do not think I lowered standards or made
concessions to myself when I sang these numbers.
Whether we like to admit it or not, our popular music is
an element to be reckoned with.'
Gauthier's historic recital not only changed her career
and image and furthered her career but had international
implications. Her experiment, along with Whiteman and
Lopez, presented jazz more refined and adapted to artist levels
than had ever been done before. Jazz was now accepted as an
art form and it is due to these pioneers in presenting jazz in a
concert setting. In 'Musical America' issue of August 16, 1924
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we read in the article "Twilight Descends on the Gods of Tin
Pan Alley," the influence of these experiments:
'The paradox is one of international implications. Berlin,
London, Paris, Vienna, Bucharest, Milan and, it is suspected,
Leningrad, are jessing with no bananas. Eva Gauthier,
quondam priestess of the outré and the exotic, breezes into
Aeolian Hall with a group of Broadway shoulder-shakers. Paul
Whiteman takes his Palais Royal Orchestra in to the
sacrosanct precincts of formal art, and presents to an audience
of the elect and elite a berg of musical wild oats. There too,
George Gershwin rhapsodizes 'in Blue' with an admixture of
Liszt and pianistic rough stuff. Victor Herbert applied his flair
for orchestration to a suite composed especially to illustrate the
art-jazz of the future. Stravinsky, hierophant of the ultaists,
and Ravel, most precious of the impressionists, lucubrate
studies in the all commanding mode. Deems Taylor, composer
as well as critic, analyzes, vivisects, expatiates and extols,
likening the thrill of hearing Miss Gauthier's jazz group, as
intercalated between songs of sundry alien styles and tongues,
to the joy of being accosted with real American cuss-words in
the babble of far-off Cathay. Even the redoubtable Willem
Mengelgerg, forsaking for the moment his unflagging and
unfaltering war-horses, 'Les Preludes' and 'Heldenleben,'
writes enthusiastically to the press of the possibilities of this
vital and vehement American music, once it has been refined
and adapted to art purposes."
The influence of American jazz, surely in some ways
because of the recitals of Gauthier and Whiteman and Deems
Taylor's critical acclaim for jazz continues to get attention in
the media and the prominent conductor of the Boston
Symphony, Serge Koussevitzky is approached about his
opinion of jazz.
Music Trade News -September 24, 1924
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The headlines of the next article in which her name
appears brings the point spoken about above to bare. It
appears in the Sept. 24, 1924 is asked about jazz. He states:
"RUSSIAN CONDUCTOR ON "JAZZ" Director of
Boston Symphony Orchestra likes it. See big future ahead for
America in field of music. The influence of America 'jazz' on
the music of the future is a subject that will not down, it seems.
Everywhere in the music publications, the general magazines
and the newspapers it is being given attention constantly. The
Whiteman concert tour, Eva Gauthier's recital, Deems
Taylor's opinions and various other events of this nature have
kept the subject constantly before the public, and show that it
is one deserving of the attention and serious consideration of
everyone in the music business. Among the latest celebrities of
the music world who has come forth in defense of America
popular music is Serge Koussevitzky, the famous Russian
conductor, who has come over to direct the Boston Symphony
orchestra. In a recent interview with Diana Rice, of the 'New
York Times,' Koussevitzky expressed some very interesting
views on modern music. "
Koussevitzky said he liked jazz He remarked that:
'Jazz is an important contribution to modern musical
literature, it has an epochal significance. It should not be
downed. It is not an indication of bad taste. It is not superficial.
It is fundamental. Jazz comes from the soul, where all music
has its beginning. It marks the turbulence of the times, the
energy and bustle of a people."
Koussevitzky in his statements vindicates Gauthier and
Whiteman and the others that have succeeded in bring jazz to
a high artist level. Jazz becomes 'the' popular music and its
influence becomes so great that the time frame of the 20's is
called 'the jazz age."
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Independent - Jan. 3, 1925
'Jazz began to break into society last season. One Pioneer
was Eva Gauthier.'

January 10, 1925
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - July 19, 1925 - Gershwin, king of the
Jazz composers at 26, says piano made a good boy of him.
Introduced Carnegie Hall to syncopation-hope to write a real
American Jazz Opera.
Mr. Gershwin is the first of the so called poplar musicians
to introduce Jazz into the concert halls of New York. In
addition to playing three times at Carnegie Hall, he was the
accompanist for Eva Gauthier when she gave a recital of Jazz
music at Town Hall recently. Four of her songs were Gershwin
compositions, and she included numbers by Irving Berlin and
Jerome Kern. (Sic: also Walter Donaldson)
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Brooklyn Life - October 10, 1925
Miss Eva Gauthier, Canadian soprano, called 'the high
priestess of modern song,' who was the first to introduce
modern 'Jazz' into the atmosphere of the concert hall, has
returned from a concert-tour of Europe, and arrived on the
new ship Berlin, Tuesday, October 6th. She is the daughter of
Louis Gauthier, distinguished astronomer and explorer, niece
of Sir Wilfred Laurier-one of Canada's greatest premiers.
Pittsburgh Courier - November 14, 1925 - Fisk singers are
lauded by Eva Gauthier.
Eva Gauthier, one of the greatest artists in the white
musical world, has just paid a glowing tribute to the Fisk
Jubilee Singers, who appeared in Town Hall last Monday
night. Concerning their musicianship, Miss Gauthier says: 'It
is not necessary to be interested in folk songs or primitive
sources of American music in order to appreciate these singers,
although to those who have that interest there is, of course, an
added and unique appeal. But as sheer music-as art-the songs
and singing of this quintet of Negro singers stand out as
something that none of us can afford to miss.
'I was fortunate enough to hear them in Paris this spring;
in fact, I traveled there from London for that express purpose;
and there might well be a thrill of pride in the heart of every
American at the enthusiasm aroused there by the music of one
group of American singers. It was not only the public that
responded tremendously to their singing but the most
demanding of the critics. It was the same in London and
Berlin, and the crowds which were unable to hear as much as
they craved of their music, were no more enthusiastic in their
praise, than, the musicians of most critical judgment.
Dunkirk Evening Observer - February 8, 1926
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She (Gauthier) has studied Oriental music, gathering rare
melodies, which she uses now on her programs. She has been
startling people in America by her originality, and gift of doing
the unexpected, which has included the singing of jazz songs in
Aeolian Hall.
Harrisburg Telegraph - January 12, 1928 - Gauthier sings
American Jazz. Will appear here January 26 under
Wednesday Club auspices.
When Miss Eva Gauthier did the unheard of thing last
year by including American jazz numbers in her group of
ultra-modern songs in her Aeolian Hall recital what did the
critics do? Some of them were shocked, of course, but most of
them were delighted as they had never been delighted before.
Miss Gauthier will sing in Fahnestock Hall, Thursday
night January 26, under the auspices of the Wednesday Club.
Deems Taylor, of the World, was the most enthusiastic.
'The third group,' he said, 'to be vulgar about it, stopped the
show. This consisted of five American jazz songs: 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band,' 'The Siren's Song,' 'Carolina n the Morning,'
I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise,' 'Innocent Ingénue Baby,'
and 'Swanee.' The audience was as much to watch as the songs
were to hear, for it began by being just a trifle patronizing and
ended by surrendering completely to the alluring rhythms of
our own folk music.
'It behaved like any audience at any musical show-which
is to say that it made so much noise after the group was over
that Miss Gauthier had to come back and sing Mr. Gershwin's
'Do It Again.' Even then her hearers were not satisfied and she
had to do it again.'
Lawrence Gilman was a little more critical; 'That
feminine Columbus of musical modernism, Eva Gauthier, who
is ever seeking new worlds to tone, set sail not long ago for
lyric parts unknown, and discovered-Jazz; whereupon she had
concluded that she had found the authentic type of 'American
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music' and determined to give it a hearing within the hitherto
inviolably genteel walls of Aeolian. It seemed to us that two
Englishmen won the honors of the evening so far as music
inventiveness and distinction were concerning. Their names
were Henry Purcell and William Byrd and they died long
before the American nation became an innocent ingénue baby.'
Gretna Bennett, in the New York American, was more
patriotic, 'Good old American jazz entered the front door of a
classic concert room, last night, when Eva Gauthier gave her
annual recital in Aeolian Hall. The audience, the fashionable
sort that usually listens with rapt attention and applauds
discreetly, actually kept time with swaying heads, laughed with
delight at the familiar words of 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
and shouted and cheered when the last syncopated measure
was fairly thumped on the piano.
Miss Gauthier was treated like a heroine and a patriot.
The jazz songs were not the only novelties on the list. Miss
Gauthier gowned in a clinging black velvet and wearing
earrings the size of her hands, sang unusual old English songs
and groups of modern Hungarian.'
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Eva at piano with Ravel at piano, Gershwin at right
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Musical Observer - June, 1923
Miss Gauthier was the first to introduce jazz in the serious
program.
Today we accept concerts that present jazz as an accepted
art form. Jazz has developed from its beginning as dance
music, to the most influential music of the 20th century. This
was not always true. In 1923, jazz was maturing, a sort of
teenager reaching for adulthood. The potential of jazz was seen
by many as an important development in American music.
This realization was shared by French composers Maurice
Ravel, Darius Milhaud and others as well as a group of
American musicians: Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, George
Gershwin and Eva Gauthier, and music critics Seldes, Van
Vechten and Deems Taylor. Most of these names are
recognizable except for Eva Gauthier. It is time that she is
recognized as an important figure in the popularity and
legitimizing of jazz by her presentation of jazz in her recital
program and recognizing jazz as a serious art form.
It was early November in New York City, a Thursday night
that must have had a chill in the air, that an unsuspected
audience attended a recital of singer Eva Gauthier, a FrenchCanadian by birth, expecting to hear a concert of classical
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songs, a program that would present music from Byrd to
Hindemith. Gauthier was a prominent concert artist of world
renown. She had begun preparing a concert in the spring of
1923 and mentioned to critic Carl Van Vechten that she
welcomed suggestions to her autumn program. Van Vechten
answered: 'Why not a group of American songs?' Gauthier
reaction was betrayed by her face that showed a lack of
interest. It was a different attitude upon returning to the
United States after a concert tour of Europe. She had occasion
to sit and talk to Maurice Ravel. Ravel had offered the same
advice as to including some American jazz on her recital
program.
Thus the idea began and brought to fruition in the form of a
portion of her recital program devoted to American popular
jazz songs. She asked Van Vechten to recommend a pianist to
accompany her in presenting the jazz portion of her recital.
Van Vechten writes; 'But one name fell from my lips, that of
George Gershwin, whose compositions I admired and with
whose skill as a pianist I was acquainted. The experiment was
eventually made.'
The Jazz Portion of the Program By Eva
Alexander's Ragtime Band
The Siren's Song
Carolina in the Morning
I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise
Innocent Ingénue Baby
Swanee
Encore
Do It Again

Sheet Music News - December, 1923

Berlin
Kern
Donaldson
Gershwin
Gershwin/Daly
Gershwin
Gershwin
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The portion of the program that these songs were
presented in was described by a critic in the December Sheet
Music News.
'A pause. The singer reappeared, followed by a tall,
black-haired young man who was far from possessing the icy
aplomb of those to whom playing on the platform of Aeolian is
an old story. He had under his arm a small bundle of sheet
music with lurid red and black and yellow covers. The
audience began to exhibit signs of relaxation. This promised to
be amusing."
Thus was presented the first jazz on a serious classical
recital program.
An immediate controversy followed, both pro and con. We
find in the Musical Digest of Nov.6, 1923 a review written less
than a week following the concert. It states the opinions of
many of the newspapers of New York that reviewed the
concert:
Musical Digest of Nov.6, 1923
'EVA GAUTHIER. Jazz invaded the concert hall last
Thursday night when Eva Gauthier gave her annual New York
song recital in Aeolian Hall. In a program which began with
Bellini, Byrd and Purcell and jumped to Hindemith, Bartok,
Schoenberg, Bliss and Milhaud, Mme. Gauthier inserted a
group of songs culled from the fields of musical comedy;
'Alexander's Rag Time Band' of Irving Berlin, Kern's 'Siren's
Songs', Donaldson's 'Carolina,'[ Gershwin's 'Swanee' and 'I'll
Build a Stairway to Paradise' and Gershwin's and Daly's
'Innocent Ingénue Baby.'
The jazz, according to Deems Taylor of the World, "to be
vulgar about it, stopped the show" and "incidentally revealed
a hitherto unsuspected unction and histrionic skill" in the
singer. The Hindemith songs did "not seem very important."
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Eva Gauthier was one of the most prominent singers of the
first half of the 20th century and this concert set the music
world on its ear. In the write-up in Time Magazine of Nov. 12,
1923 her accompanist was noted as ‘Arthur’ Gershwin. (Sorry
George). The audience was ‘vociferously enthusiastic.
Mr. Colles of the Times feels that jazz's home is not the
concert room, that any 'singer of the variety stage could give
Mme. Gauthier lessons in how to put that sort of thing across
to the audience,' but that 'outside of the American group Mme.
Gauthier's skill and versatility deserve all praise.' The Herald
finds her voice 'not remarkable for parity of tone or finish,' but
'flexible' and of 'clarity' of diction.
Lawrence Bilman writes in the Tribune of the jazz songs:
'Viewed simply as music for voice and piano, it seemed to us
that they came off rather badly. We know on only one way of
forming as estimate of the value of a piece of music, and that is
by a consideration of the distinction, force and originality of its
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic elements. Viewed in this light,
Mme. Gauthier’s American exhibit left us singularly
enkindled. The rhythmic gusto of this music is its obviously
distinguishing trait. But musical man cannot live by rhythm
alone; and melodically and harmonically these songs are
appallingly trite, relaxed and freely." The Sun found the group
monotonous.
The leading music magazines (of which there were quite a
few in those days) had articles on the concert in their next
issue. Only about a little over a week after the publication
"Musical America,'" in its Nov. 10th issue included a lengthy
article on the concert:
' There continued to be a flood of article about jazz and its
place in the American music scene. If nothing else, the concert
brought jazz to the American public in the form of controversy
in all. It is folk-music if ever any music was, and I don't see
why the mere fact that its composers are alive should bar it
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from respectable society. If a singer suggests that it may turn
out to have been a historic night. We now know, in 2008, that it
indeed was a historic night and a night that paved the way for
the historic concert of Paul Whiteman and the premiere of
'Rhapsody in Blue.' The lengthy article describes the concert:
The question of jazz is debated elsewhere than in America,
and people seem to feel as strongly in England, for instance, as
here. The conductor of the Harrowgate Municipal Orchestra
resigned his post rather than pay jazz-which he dubs "a
disease-a form of neurasthenia. (The London Daily)
Deems Taylor was one of the most respected music critics
and composers during this era, much as he is thought of today.
To have him approve of jazz and sort of sanction Gauthier's
concert was an important opinion and furthered the cause of
legitimizing jazz. The article in the Dec., 1923 Sheet Music
News speaks of Taylor's comments on the concert and is
revealing in its contents. This concert was truly a 'historic'
event. The article is as follows:
The above opinions coming from a man of Mr. Taylor's
prominence in the musical world are indeed significant and
emotionally interesting.
'Eva Gauthier continued singing the 'jazz group' on her
concerts and at times met with some 'hissing.' When this
happened she would admonished those responsible and usually
the hissing ceased. She was a great champion for presenting all
types of music on the classical stage and early jazz owes a lot to
her for her persistence and interest in bringing jazz music to
many that might not be exposed to it in a concert setting. We
read in 'Musical America of Feb. 23rd, 1924 one such incident
when she heard some hissing:
"EVA GAUTHIER SILENCES HISSING OF JAZZ
SONGS IN MILWAUKEE RECITAL - (Feb. 13th) Some
hissing was heard when Eva Gauthier started to sing ragtime
melodies in a recital at the Pabst Theater on Feb. 10. The
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singer promptly admonished the audience, exclaiming "That is
not right!" and at this rebuke the hissing ceased as suddenly as
it had begun. In fact, the ragtime numbers got the best
applause of any of the groups presented by Miss Gauthier.
The audience during these songs presented an interesting
study. Young men were seen to applaud the jazzy rhythms
feverishly; while older women looked on it bewildered horror
and some appeared particularly shocked when Miss Gauthier
sang "Do It Again," which appeared to express to some of the
auditors a sentiment too emphatically modern. Apparently
opinions were divided, some favoring the old concert
standards, and others applauding the singing of ragtime with
noisy gusto. The remainder of the program was supplied by the
Gordon quartet......etc."
Paul Whiteman's famous concert on Feb. 12, 1924 became
one of the most important events in the history of jazz. The
Gauthier concert which preceded Whitemans' by about 4
months should be given credit for paving the way for
acceptance and the success of the Whiteman experiment.
In the Feb. Sheet Music News (1924) we read:
' We know the influence that Whiteman's concert had on
American popular music and did become an important historic
event. The revolution was on and jazz would be the winner.
Gauthier continued to use jazz songs in her recitals and to ask
for reforms in the concert halls of America. She thought that
there could be better seating and give concert/recitals without
intermission. She continues her concert tour and travels to
California and we read that her New York recital elicited as
much discussion and excitement in Los Angeles as it did in
New York.'
In "Musical America" (June 21, 1924) we read:
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Musical America - June 21, 1924
''EVA GAUTHIER WOULD MAKE REFORMS IN
CONCERT HALL - Eva Gauthier has discovered that her
popularity in California, which she visited on her concert tour
this spring, is of the lasting sort. Her introduction of a group of
'jazz' numbers into her program elicited as much discussion
and excitement in Los Angeles as it did in New York. The
result is that she is going out to California again for several
more appearances, as well as re-engagements next season,
probably around Christmas time.
Miss Gauthier has decided not to go to Europe this summer.
'Last year,' she said, I went to Europe looking for new material
and found that what I was really looking for was right here at
home. New things are cropping up in Europe all the time, of
course, but I think America is just as comfortable and as
interesting a place to be.'
The artist is planning to spend the month of August with
Mrs. R. T. Wilson in Newport, and may possibly give a private
recital some time during that month in the Rhode Island
summer colony. She also expects to visit at the summer home
of John Hays Hammond some time during the month.
Asked if she had any new plans for next year, Miss Gauthier
smiled, 'I have a great many ideas,' she answered, 'but I am
not sure that I can put them into effect.'
'But speaking of improvements which might be made in the
concert hall, there is one thing I have long had in mind.
Something ought to be done to make them more comfortable.
The seats in most of them are positively cruel. There ought to
be a hall somewhere in New York with deep, soft chairs, where
one could really rest while listening to music and smoke if one
wished. In such an intimate atmosphere one might give a
recital that would not be a cruelty to sit through.
'Another thing I would like to do would be to come out and
give the whole recital without intermission, or at least remain
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on the platform, as Mr. Paderewski does at his concerts. Oh,
there are still a lot of innovations to be introduced to the
concert hall.'
Miss Gauthier was the first to introduce jazz in the serious
program, and the last of that revolution has not been heard
yet. She still has some ideas for programs which the concertgoing public may await with interest.
Mme. Gauthier's recitals continue and includes the group of
jazz songs. While first known as a classical concert singer, she
is now referred to as a 'jazz' singer. There is no doubt that her
popularity and career was advanced by the controversy and
the inclusion of the 'jazz' songs in her recitals'.
The headline of the next article in which her name
appears brings the point spoken about above to bare.
It appears in the July 19th, 1924 Musical America:
'Gauthier's historic recital not only changed her career and
image and furthered her career but had international
implications. Her experiment, along with Whitemans' and
Lopezs', presented jazz more refined and adapted to artist
levels than had ever been done before. Jazz was now accepted
as an art form and it is due to these pioneers in presenting jazz
in a concert setting..
In "Musical America" issue of August 16, 1924 we read in the
article "Twilight Descends on the Gods of Tin Pan Alley," the
influence of these experiments:
'The paradox is one of international implications. Berlin,
London, Paris, Vienna, Bucharest, Milan and, it is suspected,
Leningrad, are yessing with no bananas. Eva Gauthier,
quondam priestess of the outré and the exotic, breezes into
Aeolian Hall with a group of Broadway shoulder-shakers. Paul
Whiteman takes his Palais Royal Orchestra into the sacrosanct
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precincts of formal art, and presents to an audience of the elect
and elite a berg of musical wild oats.
There too, George Gershwin rhapsodizes 'in Blue' with an
admixture of Liszt and pianistic rough stuff. Victor Herbert
applied his flair for orchestration to a suite composed
especially to illustrate the art-jazz of the future. Stravinsky,
hierophant of the ultraists, and Ravel, most precious of the
impressionists, lucubrate studies in the all-commanding mode.
Deems Taylor, composer as well as critic, analyzes, vivisects,
expatiates and extols, likening the thrill of hearing Miss
Gauthier's jazz group, as intercalated between songs of sundry
alien styles and tongues, to the joy of being accosted with real
American cuss-words in the babble of far-off Cathay. Even the
redoubtable Willem Mengelgerg, forsaking for the moment his
unflagging and unfaltering war-horses, "Les Preludes" and
"Heldenleben," writes enthusiastically to the press of the
possibilities of this vital and vehement American music, once it
has been refined and adapted to art purposes.'
The influence of American jazz, surely in some ways
because of the recitals of Gauthier and Whiteman and Deems
Taylor's critical acclaim for jazz continues to get attention in
the media and the prominent conductor of the Boston
Symphony, Serge Koussevitzky is approached about his
opinion of jazz.'
In the Sept., 1924 issue of Music Trade News is asked about
jazz. He states:
'They are still writing and talking about Gauthier's and
Whiteman's recital into the year 1925. In the January 3rd,
1925 issue of the 'Independent' the Gauthier recital is written
about again. She is given credit and called a 'pioneer' is
bringing jazz to society'. In the first part of the article we read:
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Independent - January 3, 1925 - 'JAZZ BREAKS INTO
SOCIETY by Francis D. Perkins.
Messrs. Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez, leading virtuosi
among conductors of the type of music known as "jazz," have
both given New York concerts - Mr. Whiteman in Carnegie
and Aeolian Halls and Mr. Lopez at the Metropolitan Opera
House. So far, there have been no shrill cries of alarm over this
invasion of the concert hall by the saxophones, and the music
reviewers have taken these concerts quite as a matter of
course. The general tenor of their remarks has been that the
orchestra of this type has excellent material, but so far, very
little to play. As Deems Taylor remarked in the new magazine,
Music, launched soon after Mr. Whiteman's first appearances,
the jazz orchestra was all dressed up, with no place to go.
Jazz began to break into society last season. One pioneer
was Eva Gauthier, who welcomes the unfamiliar, new and old,
as much as the average recital singer shudders at it. Interested
by the discussions of jazz in the Dial by Messrs. Gilbert Seldes
and Carl Van Vechten, and also by the interest taken in it in
France, where Maurice Ravel told her that young Americans,
in studying European models, were letting escape much of
value in their own popular music. Mme. Gauthier introduced a
representative group of jazz numbers into a recital in the fall
of 1923. A short time after, Paul Whiteman, whose orchestra
was playing nightly at the Palais Royal, announced that he
would hold a concert of American numbers at Aeolian Hall. In
this, he said, he had two intentions to settle the question what is
American music, and the fitness of 'jazz' to rank as music.'
Carl Van Vechten, one of the leading writer/critics of the
era, wrote much about the Gershwin premiere of the
'Rhapsody in Blue"' and was also closely connected to Eva
Gauthier, having written the program notes for her historic
recital of Nov, 1st, 1923 at Aeolian Hall. In writing about the
'Rhapsody' he mentions the recital of Gauthier:
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'There is, however, an historical prelude to the Rhapsody.
In the spring of 1923, Eva Gauthier, indefatigable in her
search for novelties, asked me to suggest additions to her
autumn program. 'Why not a group of American songs?' I
urged. Her face betrayed her lack of interest. 'Jazz,' I
particularized. Her expression brightened. Meeting this singer
again in September, on her return from Paris, she informed me
that Maurice Ravel had offered her the same sapient advice.
She had, indeed, determined to adopt the idea and requested
me to recommend a musician who might serve as her
accompanist and guide in this venture. But one name fell from
my lips, that of George Gershwin, whose compositions I
admired and with whose skill as a pianist I was acquainted.
The experiment was eventually made, Mme. Gauthier singing
the jazz group on her program between a cluster of songs by
Paul Hindemith and Bela Bartok on the one hand, and an air
from Schoenberg's Gurrelieder on the other. This recital, given
at Town Hall on November 1, 1923, marked George
Gershwin’s initial appearance as a performer on the serious
concert stage.
....As I had been out of the city when Mme. Gauthier gave
her revolutionary recital, she very kindly invited me, late in
January 1923, to hear a rehearsal of the same program
preparation for her Boston concert. It was this rehearsal that
Gershwin informed me of Whiteman’s plan and added, in
rather an offhand manner, that he had decided to compose a
concert in fantasia form for piano and jazz band which he
proposed to call 'Rhapsody in Blue.'
Gauthier continued to be the champion of American music
and we read in an article in the August 16, 1925 Musical
America that Mme. Gauthier expresses the opinion of
performing music of those composers that are still living, not
only past composers:
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"HELP THE LIVING," SAYS EVA GAUTHIER - Presentday composers need encouragement to produce new art.
'People who are dead do not need our help any longer,' says
Eva Gauthier, explaining her preference for young composers.
'If a composer cannot hear his work produced, he loses the
incentive to write. It is futile, anyway to repeat forever the
Schubert, Schumann and Brahms songs, lovely as they may be.
Our present-day musicians must be encouraged to give us
what they have, so that our own period shall not be sterile - so
that music shall not stand still.
It is a kind of vocal chamber music that Miss Gauthier
presents at her soprano recitals, as well as the recently
introduced jazz group which created such excitement in the
music world. With taste and patience, looking at each program
as a serious work of art, an aesthetic whole, Miss Gauthier
collects novel works by modernists.
'American composers,' Miss Gauthier says, 'Invariably
occupy the place of honor on my programs. Their work is so
good - and I love America and everything American.
'Although I am a French-Canadian by birth and was a
Dutch citizen at one time, my home is in America. This is the
only country in the world in which I should want permanently
to live, and I think I have visited nearly all countries.
'Sometimes, for about a week or so, I am happy in Paris but it does not last. It is America I always want to return to.'
The prima Donna type of singer-aloof-haughty and
maintaining between herself and her audience an
insurmountable barrier - is Miss Gauthier's special aversion.
In cubistic programs that alternately dismay and delight her
hearers, she establishes an intimacy with them that has
increased the popularity that would accrue from her voice
alone. Her method of taking an audience into her confidence
and explaining what she is trying to do is now widely imitated.'
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Eva in later life
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1918-1919 Season at Aeolian Hall
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Gershwin letter

Eva
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Dress for Buckingham Palace 1928 – gown
Miss Eva Gatuhier is one of those who stand upon the
watch towers noting the rise of the newest things in music. She
gave in the Town Hall a song recital last evening whose
program she made, courageously, entirely of 'new
compositions by the modern.' It was courageous on accomnt of
the demands the songs made upon the singer as well as on the
listeners; yet her listeners were numerous and showed interest
in the latest styles songs.
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London concert-June 1925
Dakota Datebook - January 21, 2004 -Jazz Comes to North
Dakota
In 1923, a Canadian opera singer, Eva Gauthier, made
history when she included 6 jazz pieces in a concert of classical
music at New York’s Aeolian Hall. The audience was stunned
to have modern composers like George Gershwin listed on the
same bill as Debussy, Stravinsky and Ravel. The mezzosoprano’s accompanist was George Gershwin, and she’s
largely given credit for launching his career that night.
One month after that historic concert, Miss Gauthier
brought her controversial repertoire to Fargo. The following
day, the headline read, “Eva Gauthier’s Program Sets Whole
Town Buzzing: Many People Are of Two Minds Regarding
Jazz Numbers – Some Reluctantly Admit That They Like
Them – Others Keep Silent or Condemn Them”
Eva Gauthier was one of the most prominent singers of
the first half of the 20th century, and that New York concert
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set the music world on its ear. Her rebelliousness became set in
1910, when she was abruptly replaced in a London opera for
having a voice too powerful. She was only 4 foot 10, but she
was a dynamo of outspoken flamboyance, satin hats and
yipping Pekingese dogs. Upon losing that role, she promptly
gave up opera in favor of concerts and solo recitals.
The Fargo Forum review of her concert read:
'Not in all our experience in the theater and concert hall
have we heard so much comment and argument as followed the
(Gauthier) recital at the State the other night. Miss Gauthier
appears to have done something to this old town of ours. It has
been ticking furiously since Wednesday night, and all because
she came our way and sang a group of American jazz songs.
Most of the people apparently are of two minds regarding
the singer’s work. Many of them reluctantly admit that they
enjoyed the ragtime and the jazz, but cannot understand why
they did. They believe they have sinned and should be
punished. The sinning was too sweet, too joyous, and they are
positive that something will be done about it. Some judgment is
going to fall upon them, and they await it in fear and
trembling, oblivious of the fact that they had a great time the
while Miss Gauthier sang 'Alexander’s Ragtime Band' and
'Carolina in the Morning' and 'Do it Again.'
There are those, too, who secretly enjoyed the jazz but
will not admit it. They are afraid of the cognoscenti, the
intelligentsia – the dilettante. They were afraid to applaud, lest
someone would see them.
There are those who resented the jazz songs, who thought
them an insult to them, a reflection upon their artistic
temperament and knowledge and equipment. They had no
intention of applauding, and did not. And, then, there are those
of us who enjoyed the songs immensely, who applauded wildly
and long, and who want to hear them again in concert. We
sinned openly and gloriously, and today are lost souls. But
we’ll go into the darkness and the slough of despond with a
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laugh and a song upon our lips, and the song will be “Do it
Again.”
Eva Gauthier sang Vernon Duke's songs first.
September 15, 2008 in George Gershwin, 'I Can 't Get
Started', Vernon Duke. It is disappointing not to have brought
back from that momentous November night in 1923 at Aeolian
Hall a recording of Eva Gauthier with George Gershwin
accompanying her on the piano. 'Innocent Ingénue Baby,'
'Stairway to Paradise' and 'Swanee' seem lost to us forever.
The last morsel left to us of Eva seems to be Panis Angelicus
(Angels’ Bread). Through the hiss and tumble of the 78 rmp,
we hear the clear articulation of a highly trained recitalist
accompanied by a small orchestra, not a solo pianist. Perhaps
now it would be better to give up seeking for an original 20s
soprano-with-just-piano. It would be better to close the
curtains; to shut out distractions; to turn on a strong light; to
narrow the enquiry and to ask the search engine for a scholar,
a musicologist perhaps, who documents facts and describes the
conditions in which classically trained singers and Russian
composer-pianists lived, in New York City, in the 1920s.
For it is a perennial puzzle why Tin Pan Alley-Broadway
musicals have been challenged by 'serious' music circles as to
their artistic validity. What conditions were present so that a
Conservatory trained Russian emigré (Vernon Duke) and a
Tin Pan Alley Alban Berg admirer (George Gershwin) could
advance? I asked myself; for songs–melody, lyric, harmony
and rhythm, human bodies, acoustic instruments–are not fixed
like foundations of houses (stones in the ground). Songs are
something like clouds, appearing and untouchable, somehow
felt, passing, first an apple, an Eiffel tower, a locomotive train
and so forth.
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'I went, therefore, to the new Google Chrome browser
and typed in Eva Gauthier and Vernon Duke, the
International Composers Guild remembering that Vernon
Duke wrote that Eva had 'sang some pretentious and
excessively dissonant songs of mine at a concert of the
International Composers’ Guild.” We think George Gershwin
first heard his music here and that Eva introduced them after
the concert. We imagine without knowing. We know one
thing: Just as Eva Gauthier introduced Vernon Duke’s songs
for the ICG in New York, so she sang George Gershwin’s at
Aeolian Hall. Not everyone discredited the maverick move on
Gauthier’s part. Henry T. Parker, a reporter for the Boston
Evening Transcript, wrote, “[George Gershwin] is the
beginning of the age of sophisticated jazz.” And in Google
Books and Question, we find a priceless reference, 'Making
Music Modern': New York in the 1920s by Carol J. Oja.
Clicking there on “International Composers Guild,” we read
that it was spun off from the League of Composers and
founded by—goodness!—Edgard Varèse. Just dropping into
the chapter entitled “Crossing Over George Gershwin, Paul
Whiteman and the Modernists,” one learns that Gershwin
himself felt in 1926 that the word “jazz” had ceased to have
any definite meaning.
So if we could not bring back something of Eva’s singing
and George’s playing from that Aeolian night, we do have one
golden document of Vernon Duke, pianist-composer,
accompanying a Russian-school trained singer, Luba
Tcheresky, on one of his songs, Ages Ago. It is the portrait of a
mature Vernon Duke and a little known soprano Tcheresky in
her independently released recording, In this Life – A
Celebration Honoring Vernon Duke’s Centennial (CD
Baby/2003).
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Eva Gauthier, 'The first woman to introduce Jazz and Oriental
music to America.'
Eva Gauthier singing Cesar Franck's Panis Angelicus
So then, we learn from Vernon Duke that he met George
Gershwin through Eva Gauthier, “the fine artist who did so
much for new music. Miss Gauthier sang some pretentious
and excessively dissonant songs of mine at a concert of the
International Composers’ Guild. I don’t remember Gershwin’s
reaction to them.” She also was the first one to introduce
George Gershwin’s songs in an experimental November 1,
1923 in Aeolian Hall jazz-classical concert, the Alice Tully Hall
of its time. Her program included Bartok, Hindemith and
Schoenberg. It also included a selection of songs from
American musical revues by Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern,
Walter Donaldson and George Gershwin, accompanied by
Gershwin himself, 'shy and awkward and earnest at the piano.'
And yet what do we really know of Eva Gauthier, we ask,
racing toward the Wikipedia? Some sites say she was, “the
first woman to introduce Jazz and Oriental Music to
America,” another, “the first Western classically trained
female to study the music of the Orient and Javanese gamelan
ensemble,” still another, “high priestess of modern song,” that
she “sang with the Sultan’s wives” and “upset the musical
establishment.”
H. C. Colles a music critic for The Times in 1923 wrote,
'Eclecticism in the making of a program is an excellent thing,
and Miss Eva Gauthier was evidently determined to exploit its
excellence to the full in the song recital which she gave last
night at Aeolian Hall…Between [the classical pieces], Miss
Gauthier offered half a dozen ragtime songs straight from the
vaudeville entertainments of Broadway, accompanied by Mr.
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George Gershwin, one of the ablest exponents of the craft,
beginning with ‘Alexander’s Ragtime Band’ and ending with
songs by Mr. Gershwin, continued by request of the audience
until the singer had to confess that her repertory in this ‘lovely
music’ was exhausted…and so the thing was a failure. It
(ragtime and jazz) has developed into all it is capable of. It has
become a thing which captivates people all over the world and
hypnotized them into dancing the night away: It is impossible
to say why. But its home is not the concert room.”
However, in viewing some photographs of her, one cannot
escape the conviction that the serious face with its expression of
royalty and discernment and equine power has stamped itself
upon the minds of people who remember Eva Gauthier, so that
we wish for the voice to come ringing out at us from the
computer screen.
Her grandson, simply known as “Mark” in a review of
the online article, “Grand tradition: Eva Gauthier: 1885-1958:
Great Canadian Musical Figures of the Past” at Amazon.com
in 2006, has left us a personal and pleading reflection:
'Eva Gauthier was my great-grandmother and I obtained
this article from another Public source instead of Amazon. I
gave it 3 stars because it is very short and does not even come
close to describing my great-grandmother’s rich and
interesting history. There’s a lot of other available information
about how Eva is credited with giving George Gershwin his
start, and that she was very close friends with Maurice Ravel
(wrote 'Bolero'). I have a photo in my living room featuring
Eva, Gershwin, Ravel and others at a birthday party she
hosted for Ravel in 1928. Beautiful!'
Ned Rorem, an American composer especially praised for
his song settings, has described her as he encountered her in
1957:
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'Eva Gauthier, she of the blue hair and endless supply of
satin hats, inhabited a tiny flat in the now defunct Hotel
Woodward on East Fifty-third, with an upright Knabe, ten
crates of scores, and a yapping Pekingese. Mme. Gauthier was
four feet ten inches worth of experienced opinion, always
precise, sometimes precisely wrong. She was already seventy
when I began playing for her coaching sessions in
1957…Debussy had taught her 'Yniold' in Pelléas et Mélisande
by rote, she claimed.
She also claimed intimacy with Ravel and Gershwin,
showing us her programs devoted exclusively to this pair.
During those programs she changed garb with each group,
involving vast swatches of stuff from Java, where for years she
had lived with an importer husband…'
In all these records, except for her grandson, one feels
that the recorder, even when he was in her actual presence,
kept his distance and caricatured this innovative woman and
failed to measure the significance of the cross-continental
musical experiments of her early years. Only her grandson
seems to know the light of a vivid, or puzzling, or beautiful
personality dazzling in his eyes. In concert singing, where so
much of the personality is subsumed into the song, the absence
of a imaginative intelligence is a great lack; and her critics,
who have been mostly of the opposite sex, have resented, half
consciously perhaps, the great abundance of a quality which
has been held to be distasteful, especially in her day. Eva
Gauthier was not unwise; she was not a dabbler; though she
did not read music and possessed some inequalities of temper
which give to so many artists the endearing simplicity of
children.
One feels that to most people now, as to Ned Rorem in
1957, that she was ' fantastic teacher,' if ‘teacher’ means one
whose enthusiasm is transferable—who leads horses to water
and makes them drink. Gauthier’s enthusiasm was for the
intelligence of music, and though she couldn’t read music she
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could talk it…What students sought from Pierre Bernac in
Paris and from Maggie Teyte in London—French repertory
from someone who knew the words—they could find from the
Canadian Gauthier in New York, plus the bonus of native
literature… After her death, Jennie Tourel remained the only
active singer in New York (the musical center of the world!)
equipped to coach Franco-American repertory. Today, no
one.”
And if we consider these portraits more closely, we find
that they are the records of a daring woman, a woman who
had crossed oceans and languages back and forth and from
whom issued a desire to make unknown things knowable. We
do know about her days of youth; we know that the culture,
the philosophy, the fame and the influence were all built upon
a strong foundation—she was the daughter of an explorer and
astronomer and the niece of Canada’s first French-Canadian
Premier.
Today we accept concerts that present jazz as an accepted
art form. Jazz has developed from its beginning as dance
music, to the most influential music of the 20th century This
was not always true. In 1923, jazz was maturing, a sort of teen
ager reaching for adulthood. The potential of jazz was seen by
many as an important development in American music. This
realization was shared by French composers Maurice Ravel,
Darius Milhaud and others as well as a group of American
musicians: Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, George Gershwin
and Eva Gauthier, and music critics Seldes, Van Vechten and
Deems Taylor. Most of these names are recognizable except for
Eva Gauthier. It is time that she is recognized as an important
figure in the popularity and legitimizing of jazz by her
presentation of jazz in her recital program and recognizing
jazz as a serious art form. It was early November in New York
City, a Thursday night that must have had a chill in the air,
that an unsuspected audience attended a recital of singer Eva
Gauthier, a French-Canadian by birth, expecting to hear a
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concert of classical songs, a program that would present music
from Byrd to Hindemith. Gauthier was a prominent concert
artist of world renown. She had began preparing a concert in
the spring of 1923 and mentioned to critic Carl Van Vechten
that she welcomed suggestions to her autumn program. Van
Vechten answered: 'Why not a group of American songs?'
Gauthier reaction was betrayed by her face that showed a lack
of interest. It was a different attitude upon returning to the
United States after a concert tour of Europe. She had occasion
to sit and talk to Maurice Ravel. Ravel had offered the same
advice as to including some American jazz on her recital
program. Thus the idea began and brought to fruition in the
form of a portion of her recital program devoted to American
popular jazz songs. She asked Van Vechten to recommend a
pianist to accompany her in presenting the jazz portion of her
recital. Van Vechten writes; "But one name fell from my lips,
that of George Gershwin, whose compositions I admired and
with whose skill as a pianist I was acquainted. The experiment
was eventually made.
The Jazz Portion of the Program
'Alexander's Ragtime Band'-Berlin, 'The Siren's Song'-Kern,
'Carolina in the Morning'-Donaldson, 'I'll Build a Stairway to
Paradise'-Gershwin, 'Innocent Ingénue Baby'- Gershwin/Daly
Swanee'- Gershwin. Encore 'Do It Again'-Gershwin.
The portion of the program that these songs were
presented in was described by a critic in the December, 1923
issue of the Sheet Music News:
'A pause. The singer reappeared, followed by a tall,
black-haired young man who was far from possessing the icy
aplomb of those to whom playing on the platform of Aeolian is
an old story. He had under his arm a small bundle of sheet
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music with lurid red and black and yellow covers. The
audience began to exhibit signs of relaxation. This promised to
be amusing.'
Thus was presented the first jazz on a serious classical
recital program.
An immediate controversy followed, both pro and con.
We find in the Musical Digest of Nov.6, 1923 a review written
less than a week following the concert. It states the opinions of
many of the newspapers of New York that reviewed the
concert:
There continued to be a flood of article about jazz and its
place in the American music scene. If nothing else, the concert
brought jazz to the American public in the form of controversy
in all it is folk-music if ever any music was, and I don't see why
the mere fact that its composers are alive should bar it from
respectable society. If a singer suggests that it may turn out to
have been a historic night."
We now know, in 1995, that it indeed was a historic night
and a night that paved the way for the historic concert of Paul
Whiteman and the premiere of 'Rhapsody in Blue'. The
lengthy article describes the concert:
Literary Digest - December 15, 1923
Surely today, we will agree with Mr. Taylor's comments.
But here is the other side as written in the Literary Digest of
December 15th, 1923 by Mr. Herbert Peyser:
'I have too great an admiration and respect for Eva
Gauthier as an artist to make a really controversial or critical
issue of this silly business. The unconventionality of it
doubtless appealed to her and made her carry the thing
thorough as a kind of lark. The chief danger of it is that others
may misconstrue the whim and try to do likewise. For a whim
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it was. The gathering took on greatly over the fascinating
singer. nevertheless there are probably a dozen voiceless
vaudevillians within a radius of five blocks from Aeolian Hall
who could give Miss Gauthier cards and spades in the delivery
of this type of thing. That, however, is not the point. The
foolishness of the whole affair lies in the endeavor to propagate
the sophistry that such music affords the 'only' representative
music,' the 'only music worth listening to in American." There
is, indeed, a clique of intellectuals in American snobbery, and
they help terica these days who like to be known as holding
such opinions. They suffer from a kind of pervetedo make
America a byword and a jest in the cultured centers of Europe.
Other countries have their songs of the music-halls, of the
gutters, of the stews. Only they recognize them as such and do
not project them seriously. The spectacle of Americans
palavering over these shoddy excrescence's of national
sentimentalism and vulgarity as 'current modes of expression'
and 'symbols of the spirit of the time' makes contemptible
watching. The plain truth is that for any but the most mediocre
purposes of life we have no 'national' music, and there is
nothing whatsoever to indicate that we ever shall have.'
The question of jazz is debated elsewhere than in
America, and peoples seem to feel as strongly in England, for
instance, as here. The conductor of the Harrowgate Municipal
Orchestra resigned his post rather than pay jazz-which he
dubs 'a disease-a form of neurasthenia.' The London Daily
Deems Taylor was one of the most respected music critics and
composers during this era, much as he is thought of today. To
have him approve of jazz and sort of sanction Gauthier's
concert was an important opinion and furthered the cause of
legitimizing jazz.
Independent - January 3, 1925
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In the January 3rd, 1925 issue of the "Independent" the
Gauthier recital is written about again. She is given credit and
called a 'pioneer' is bringing jazz to society.
Musical American - August 16, 1925
Gauthier continued to be the champion of American
music and we read in an article in the August 16, 1925 Musical
America that Mme. Gauthier expresses the opinion of
performing music of those composers that are still living, not
only past composers:

